Prostate segmentation on CT images is a challenging task. In this paper, we explore the population and patient-specific characteristics for the segmentation of the prostate on CT images. Because population learning does not consider the inter-patient variations and because patient-specific learning may not perform well for different patients, we are combining the population and patient-specific information to improve segmentation performance. Specifically, we train a population model based on the population data and train a patient-specific model based on the manual segmentation on three slice of the new patient. We compute the similarity between the two models to explore the influence of applicable population knowledge on the specific patient. By combining the patient-specific knowledge with the influence, we can capture the population and patient-specific characteristics to calculate the probability of a pixel belonging to the prostate. Finally, we smooth the prostate surface according to the prostate-density value of the pixels in the distance transform image. We conducted the leave-one-out validation experiments on a set of CT volumes from 15 patients. Manual segmentation results from a radiologist serve as the gold standard for the evaluation. Experimental results show that our method achieved an average DSC of 85.1% as compared to the manual segmentation gold standard. This method outperformed the population learning method and the patient-specific learning approach alone. The CT segmentation method can have various applications in prostate cancer diagnosis and therapy.
INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer is the second leading cause of cancer mortality in American men. 1 In radiotherapy planning for prostate cancer, segmenting the prostate is a critical step. Segmentation methods of the prostate on MRI and TURS images have been developed. [2] [3] [4] [5] Prostate segmentation on CT images is a challenging task because of its lower image contrast and because of the variability of appearance of prostates for different patients. Manual segmentation from CT images is timeconsuming and relies upon the experience of the clinician. There are clinical needs to develop automatic or semiautomatic segmentation methods for the prostate on CT images. Since a priori knowledge can help interpret new data, segmentation algorithms supported by supervised learning can work better than simple unsupervised solutions.
By analyzing the population of manually delineated CT images, some approaches built shape models of the prostate, 6, 7 learned the appearance characteristics, 6, 8 and learned distance transform, 9 to guide the prostate segmentation. Since shape variation in the same patient is generally much less as compared to that of different patients, some works learned the patient-specific appearance characteristics from a series of CT images from the same patient under treatment planning image. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] However, not all knowledge learned from the population is useful for segmenting the prostate of a new patient due to the specificity of each patient. Learning using only patient-specific data often suffers from overfitting. In order to address this problem, several combination approaches have been proposed. Feng et al. 15 used profile-based gradient features and the local-region based probability distribution function from the population and patient-specific information to build an appearance model. They then used the active shape model with the appearance model to segment the prostate. Liao et al. 16 extracted and selected salient features to localize the prostate. Then they used an online learning mechanism to adaptively integrate both the inter-patient and patient-specific information to optimize the localization accuracy. Liao et al. 17 learned informative anatomical features at selected regions in the training images obtained from the population and the current treatment images. The feature selection step can help filter the regions filled with bowel gas and localize the prostate. Part et al. 18 utilized a priori knowledge of population data and the patientspecific information from user interactions to estimate confident prostate voxels, background voxels, and unconfident voxels. Based on the confident voxels, they selected discriminative features for semi-supervised learning in order to predict the labels of unconfident voxels. Gao et al. 19 proposed a novel learning framework. They trained a populationbased discriminative appearance model, and "personalize" the model to fit the patient-specific appearance characteristics by backward pruning to discard obsolete population-based knowledge and by forward learning to incorporate patientspecific characteristics.
We propose a novel prostate segmentation method by capturing the population and patient-specific (PPS) characteristics. In this method, the user selects the base, apex and mid-gland slices and draws the contour of the prostate on the three slices as the patient-specific information. We illustrate our novel methodology in Fig. 1 , where P_model and PS_model means the knowledge learned from the population and patient-specific information, respectively, and NP represents the new patient to be segmented. Instead of either preserving or discarding the knowledge learned from the population, we use the applicable population knowledge on the specific patient to guide the prostate segmentation. 
METHOD
For a given patient, the user selects three slices, which are base, apex and mid-gland slices, and then draws the contours of the prostate on the three slices for the patient-specific information. Combined with the population information, we can capture the characteristics which are adapted for the prostate segmentation in the specific patient. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed method that includes two stages: i) Training stage and ii) Segmentation stage. In the training stage, we extract the discriminate features to construct the population and patient-specific models. In the segmentation stage, we explore the relationship between the population and patient-specific information to capture the population and patient-specific characteristics for prostate-likelihood prediction. Finally, we extract the prostate density in the distance transform image to achieve a smooth segmented prostate. .fM..M/Mf=ME =ME =ME =ME 1Mf=ME =ME 1Mf=ME =ME =ME =ME =ME M.M. M. 
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Feature Extraction
For each pixel in the population data and specific patient data, we extract six different types of features. These features include 1) The pixel intensity. Intensity feature can indicate the local spatial variation in the boundary.
2) The histogram of CT values over a 3 × 3 window centered at the pixel. It can reflect the statistic probabilistic distribution of density values in a block and is invariant in scale, rotation and translation. 3) Multi-scale rotation invariant local binary pattern (LBP). The LBP feature is a compact texture descriptor in which each comparison result between the center pixel and one of its surrounding neighbors is encoded as a bit. The neighborhood (P, R), where P represents the number of sampling points and R is the radius of the neighborhood, can be defined flexibly. In our paper, we set the ranges of P and R for calculating LBP feature to be {4, 5} and {1, 2}, respectively, for a multi-scale LBP features. In each scale, we choose the minimum value as the LBP value by rotating each bit pattern circularly for the rotation invariant. 4) Graylevel co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). The GLCM feature is a statistical tool for extracting second-order texture information from images. 5) Histogram of oriented gradient (HOG). The HOG feature is a texture descriptor describing the distribution of image gradients in different orientations. We extract the HOG feature from a 16 × 16 window centered at each pixel. We divide the window into smaller rectangular blocks of 8×8 pixels and further divide each block into 4 cells of 4×4 pixels. For each cell, we compute the orientation histogram which contains 9 bins covering a gradient orientation range of 0°-180°. The histogram can then be represented by the linking of all the orientation histograms. 6) Haar-like features. The Haar-like feature is a regional characteristic based on gray distribution.
Classifier Training
The Adaboost classifier 20 is an ensemble classifier which combines many other types of classifiers to improve their performance. Since it can converge to a strong learner by combining a sequence of weak classifiers by dynamically adjusting the weights of each classifier according to the errors in the previous learning step, it is commonly used in medical image classification. We employ the Adaboost method with a decision tree method as the weak classifier to train the population data and patient-specific data. For the population learning, we extract the features described in Section 2.1 for each pixel in the training images and use the labels to train the Adaboost classifier. For the patient-specific learning, we use the user interaction to obtain the patient-specific information. The user selects the base, apex and mid-gland slices and segments the prostate contours on these slices. Based on the label of each pixel on the three slices, we extract its features and train three Adaboost classifiers for modeling the patient-specific prostate. During the training stage, we obtain four classifiers: Adaboost for population knowledge and Adaboost for patient-specific knowledge on the base (Ada_B), mid-gland (Ada_M) and apex (Ada_A) slices.
Prostate-Likelihood Prediction by Combining the Population and Patient-Specific Characteristics
Since inter-patient variations can be large, the learned population characteristics are not completely applicable to the patient-specific data. We can obtain patient-specific knowledge by using the data on the three slices. We then combine the patient-specific characteristics with the general population statistics. Specifically, we compute the similarity between the population and patient-specific models to combine the population and patient-specific characteristics for more accurate segmentation. Because the label of every pixel on the base, mid-gland and apex slices has been marked by the user, the goal of this segmentation method is to predict the label of every pixel on the other slices. Let ( )
P i and ( )
A P i be the probability of the pixel i predicted by the model Ada_B, Ada_M and Ada_A, ( ) S T,B , ( ) S T,M and ( )
S T,A be the similarity between the population model and the patient-specific model on the base, mid-gland and apex slices, respectively. The final probability of belonging to the prostate for the pixel i, ( ) P i , is computed by
P i = S T,B P i + S T,M P i + S T,A P
For the given model X and Y, the ( , ) S X Y is determined by
where Y D means the data set, i.e., the pixel set that are used to train the model Y, AND L T is a function measuring the similarity between the two labels, which is described below. , , 
In Eq.1, we multiply the probability obtained from the patient-specific model by the similarity of the population and patient-specific model, and use the product as the probability of the pixel belonging to the prostate. The similarity between the two models reflects the proportion of the general population knowledge which is applicable to the specific patient. The product can address the influences of applicable population on the specific patient and then fuse the population and patient-specific characteristics for more accurately computing the probability. We then combine the probability obtained from the three patient-specific models into a sum to represent the final probability in order to improve the stability and accuracy. We use zero as the threshold to achieve a segmented prostate mask.
Surface Smoothness by Prostate-Density based on Distance Transform
We use the prostate-density based on distance transform to filter the scattered points and smooth the surface of the prostate. Prostate-density is the density of prostate pixels in a block, while the distance transform can convert a binary image into another image where each object pixel has a value corresponding to the minimum distance from the background. We find the maximum value of the pixel in the distance transform image, represented by VALUE_MAX , and divide each pixel value by the VALUE_MAX to normalize the distance transform image. We then use the sum of the value of the pixels in its neighboring (5 × 5) block, as the prostate density of the pixel i, as described below
where ( ) DT j means the value of the pixel j in the normalized distance transform image and j is the neighbor of i. The prostate density of the pixel is very low if it is a scattered point. Hence, we can filter the scattered points whose prostate density is smaller than a fixed threshold. We can further smooth the segmented prostate by adjusting the threshold.
Evaluation Criterion
To evaluate the performance of the segmentation, 21 Dice similarity coefficient (DSC), sensitivity, specificity and overlap error (OVE) were investigated in the segmentation experiment. Let S and G be the binary masks from our method and the manual segmentation by a radiologist, respectively. DSC is the relative volume overlap between S and G. It is can be computed by
where TP, TN, FP, FN is the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives, respectively. If a prostate pixel can be classified as a prostate pixel correctly, we call it "true positive". If a prostate pixel can be classified as a non-prostate incorrectly, we call it "false negative". In the same way, "true negative" means that a nonprostate pixel can be recognized into non-prostate correctly whereas "false positive" means that a non-prostate pixel is recognized into prostate incorrectly. Sensitivity (SE) measures the proportion of prostate pixels which are correctly identified as the prostate while specificity (SP) measures the proportion of non-prostate pixels which are correctly identified as non-prostate. They are determined by: 
Overlap error (OVE) is an evaluation criterion of errors, as described below.
3. EXPERIMENT
Databases
CT image volumes from 15 patients were used in the segmentation experiments. All the prostate CT images were from a PET/CT scanner and the volumetric data are saved slice by slice in the DICOM format. The slice thickness is 4.25 mm and the size of the images is 512×512×103 voxels. The in-plane resolution is 0.977 × 0.977 mm 2 . The prostate was manually segmented by an experienced radiologist to produce the gold standard for evaluation. We conducted leave-oneout style cross-validation experiments for the prostate segmentation.
Visualization Assessment
For four slices that were randomly chosen from the prostate volume except the base, apex and mid-gland slices, the segmented results are as shown in Fig. 3 , indicating good match between the computer and manual segmentations. 
Segmentation Performance
The segmented results for 15 patient data are shown in Table 1 . Our approach achieved an average DSC of 85.1± 0.26% with the minimal DSC of 75.3% and the maximum DSC of 91.1%, an average sensitivity of 83.3±1.10% with the minimal sensitivity of 64.5% and the maximum sensitivity of 98.3%, an average specificity of 91.5±0.52%, with the minimal one, 73.2%, and the maximum one, 98.9%, and an average overlap error of 25.6±0.56%, with the lowest one, 16.3%, and the highest one, 39.6%. These results show that our method can achieve a good segmentation performance. 
Comparison between our Method and Population Learning and Patient-Specific Learning Methods
To illustrate the effectiveness of our method, we compare it with the two learning methods: the population learning (P_L) alone and the patient-specific learning (PS_L) alone. P_L trains the Adaboost classifier only on the population data while PS_L trains the classifier only on the patient-specific data. According to the trained classifier, P_L and PS_L methods recognize the class (prostate or non-prostate) of each pixel to complete the prostate segmentation. In our experiments, we conduct the leave-one-out style cross-validation experiments to segment the prostate for the 15 patient data by using the P_L method, PS_L method, and our PPS method. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . The DSC and sensitivity from our our PPS method are highest among the three methods and the overlap error is the lowest. Although our specificity is not the highest one but still achieve an average sensitivity of 91.5%. These results demonstrate that our method can take the advantages of combining the population and patient-specific characteristics but overcome their related weaknesses. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a semi-automatic segmentation method has been proposed to segment the prostate on CT images. The method not only learns a discriminative model based on the population data but also uses the user interaction information to learn a patient-specific model. The two models are combined together to capture the applicable population characteristics on the specific patient for improving the segmentation performance. A new surface smoothness method based on the prostate-density in the distance transform image is involved to improve the segmentation performance. The experimental results show that our method achieved a satisfactory performance. Moreover, compared with population learning or patient-specific learning method alone, the proposed method performs better in capturing patient-specific appearance characteristics from limited patient-specific data and large population data for more accurate segmentation. Our prostate CT segmentation method can be suitable for various applications in prostate cancer diagnosis and therapy.
